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ABSTRACT

Phosphorothioate (PS) modifications naturally ap-
pear in bacteria and archaea genome and are widely
used as antisense strategy in gene therapy. But the
chemical effects of PS introduction as a redox ac-
tive site into DNA (S-DNA) is still poorly understood.
Herein, we perform time-resolved spectroscopy to
examine the underlying mechanisms and dynam-
ics of the PS oxidation by potent radicals in free
model, in dinucleotide, and in S-oligomer. The cru-
cial sulphur-centered hemi-bonded intermediates -
P–S∴S–P- were observed and found to play crit-
ical roles leading to the stable adducts of -P–S–
S–P-, which are backbone DNA lesion products.
Moreover, the oxidation of the PS moiety in din-
ucleotides d[GPSG], d[APSA], d[GPSA], d[APSG] and
in S-oligomers was monitored in real-time, show-
ing that PS oxidation can compete with adenine but
not with guanine. Significantly, hole transfer process
from A+• to PS and concomitant -P–S∴S–P- formation
was observed, demonstrating the base-to-backbone
hole transfer unique to S-DNA, which is different from
the normally adopted backbone-to-base hole trans-
fer in native DNA. These findings reveal the distinct
backbone lesion pathway brought by the PS modifi-
cation and also imply an alternative -P–S∴S–P-/-P–
S–S–P- pathway accounting for the interesting pro-
tective role of PS as an oxidation sacrifice in bacterial
genome.

INTRODUCTION

Development of antisense technology is a conceptually sim-
ple process that involves designing an appropriately modi-
fied complementary oligonucleotide based on the sequence

of the targeted messenger ribonucleic acid. Phosphoroth-
ioate (PS) oligonucleotides in which one of the nonbridging
phosphate oxygens is replaced by sulfur are one of the most
popular oligonucleotide modifications due to their advanta-
geous pharmacokinetic properties, bioavailability, and the
nuclease resistance in vivo (Figure 1A) (1–4). The S-DNA
oligomer has shown great potential in different therapeutic
areas for the treatment of cancer (5–7), Alzheimer’s disease
(8), rheumatoid arthritis (9) and different kinds of viral in-
fections (10).

Importantly, recent studies showed that the PS modifica-
tion can naturally appear in bacteria and archaea genome,
which plays protective roles against internucleotide bond
cleavage (11). Additionally, it was proposed that PS can play
an antioxidant role in the hosting bacteria against perox-
ide (12), and later a desulphurization process induced by
hydroxyl radical under the negative electrospray ionization
mass spectroscopy conditions was noticed (13). Although
its great potential for general oligonucleotide therapeutic
applications and biological significance have been gradu-
ally recognized, the chemical stability and reactivity of the
S-DNA oligomer is still poorly understood, and this topic
is of great interest in biomedical and biochemical research.
The chemical modification with PS causes minimal pertur-
bation of DNA conformation and base stacking (14,15), but
the ionization potential of the PS moiety is expected to be
lower than those of the phosphate moiety (16). Under the
attack of potent oxidant radicals, the PS moiety in an S-
DNA oligomer should serve as an additional redox active
site, and it may compete with the oxidation of guanine (G)
and adenine (A), leading to a variety of lesion products (17–
21) or acting as oxidation sacrifice to protect genes (12).

In sulfur chemistry and biochemistry, S∴X hemi-bond
radical formation (Figure 1B) due to the interaction be-
tween a singly occupied lone pair orbital of sulfur and a
doubly occupied � or lone pair orbital of X is found to
play critical roles, particularly in oxidation reactions involv-
ing sulfur radical cations. For example, the S∴� hemi bond
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Figure 1. (A) Scheme showing the resistance of nucleoside 5′-
phosphorothioate against alkaline phosphatase. (B) Schematic structures
of the hemi-bonded species -P–S∴Cl, -P–S∴S–P- and -P- S∴Br.

between a sulfur-containing residue and a phenyl ring in
the oxidation of protein can serve as a potent relay sta-
tion in multistep electron hopping processes (22–24). The
rich S∴S, S∴� and S–�–S hemi-bond motifs in the simplest
model systems containing (H2S)+ radical cation clusters
have been recently identified and characterized in the gas
phase (25–27). Interestingly, two hemi-bonded species, -P–
S∴Cl and -P–S∴S–P-, were detected in the oxidation of PS-
containing dsDNA oligomers (S-oligomers) by Cl2−• using
steady-state electron spin resonance (ESR) at low tempera-
tures (16). Thus, the oxidation of the PS moiety in S-DNA
by an oxidizing radical may not be simply a direct one-
electron oxidation process but that it most likely follows in-
tricate mechanisms involving sulfur-centered intermediates
with hemi-bonded structures. However, time-resolved spec-
troscopic identification and characterization of such tran-
sient intermediates remain elusive, and this knowledge is
crucial for revealing the molecular elementary mechanisms
and dynamics of S-DNA oxidation. Virtually, hemi-bonded
structures are one of the fundamental bonding phenomena
in chemistry and biology and have attracted great interests
(16,23,25,28–39).

Herein, we perform systematic transient UV–Vis spec-
troscopy study to capture the intermediates and track the
reaction dynamics in real-time. Specifically, for the oxida-
tion of PS in the free model, two kinds of hemi-bonded in-
termediates, -P–S∴S–P- (410 nm) and -P–S∴Br (380 nm),
are observed in the transient spectra. The unique spectral
signatures with a large oscillator strength (��*) associated
with these hemi-bonded species have been identified and
well rationalized by time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) cal-
culations. Together with kinetics analysis, complementary
HPLC and MS measurements present evidence that the de-
cay of -P–S∴S–P- can result in the formation of -P–S–S–P-
adducts, which is a type of DNA backbone lesion, or serve
as an alternative pathway to protect against the damage of
base. The PS oxidation rate constants were measured and
found to be comparable to those of the oxidation of G and
A. Importantly, the oxidation process of PS in competition
with G and A in dinucleotides and S-DNA oligomers was

monitored in real-time, revealing direct hole transfer from
A+•/A(-H)• to PS and concomitant -P–S∴S–P- formation.
The redox active property of PS is found to result in base-
to-backbone hole transfer (with rates of 104 s−1) and the
ensuing backbone lesions, which is unique to S-DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8, Sigma-Aldrich), Lithium
chloride (LiCl, Aladdin), Lithium bromide (LiBr, Al-
addin), Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 15%, Beijing ShiJi), and
O,O-Diethyl thiophosphate potassium salt(C4H10KPSO3,
Sigma-Aldrich) were used without further purification.
Dinucleotides (d[GG], d[AA]), PS-containing dinucleotides
(d[GPSG], d[APSA]) and PS-containing oligonucleotides
((APSATT)3, (AATPST)3, (APSATC)3, and (AATPSC)3) (PS
indicates the phophorus–sulfur bond) were purchased from
Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd in the polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis-purified form.

The concentrations of dinucleotides, PS-containing din-
ucleotides, and PS-containing oligonucleotides were deter-
mined by monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm in the UV–
Vis spectra and using the corresponding extinction coeffi-
cients of 21 600 M−1 cm−1 for d[GG] and d[GPSG], 27 400
M−1 cm−1 for d[AA] and d[APSA], 127 300 M−1 cm−1 for
(APSATT)3 and (AATPST)3 and 123 700 M−1 cm−1 for
(APSATC)3 and (AATPSC)3, respectively. Ultrapure water
obtained by Millipore filtration was used as solvent.

Laser flash photolysis

Nanosecond time-resolved transient absorption spectra
were measured using a flash photolysis setup Edinburgh
LP920 spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments Ltd) com-
bined with a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Lab 170, New-
port Corp.). Each measurement was performed in a 1 cm
path length quartz cuvette at room temperature. The sample
was excited by a 355 nm laser pulse (1 Hz, 20 mJ/pulse/cm2,
fwhm ≈ 7 ns). The analyzing light was from a 450 W pulsed
xenon lamp. A monochromator equipped with a photomul-
tiplier for collecting the spectral range from 300 to 700 nm
was used to analyze transient absorption spectra. The sig-
nals from the photomultiplier were displayed and recorded
as a function of time on a 100 MHz (1.25 Gs/s sampling
rate) oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS 3012C), and the data
were transferred to a personal computer. Data were ana-
lyzed by the online software of the LP920 spectrophotome-
ter. The fitting quality was judged by weighted residuals and
reduced � 2 value.

HPLC–ESI-Q-TOF-MS

The samples were analyzed by HPLC coupled with ESI-
Q-TOF-MS(Agilent 6540). The separation column was
EclipsePlus C18 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.8 �m) from Ag-
ilent. Optimum separation was achieved with a binary mo-
bile phase (deionized water:CH3CN = 20:80 in volume)
with a flow rate at 0.2 ml/min. Capillary and fragmentor
voltages were 2500 and 75 V respectively; desolvation tem-
perature was 300◦C. Nitrogen was used as the drying gas.
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The collision gas was argon at the pressure of 5.0 × 10−5

Torr (1 Torr = 133.322 Pa), and the collision energy was
10 V. The pressure in the TOF region was lower than 3.0 ×
10−7 Torr.

Calculation methods

The geometry was fully optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/6–
311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. The vertical excited state
UV–vis spectrum was calculated using time-dependent
(TD) CAM-B3LYP method based on the geometry opti-
mized at the same level. Bulk solvation effects were simu-
lated by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). We
used (TD) CAM-B3LYP method for geometry optimiza-
tion and excited state calculations because this functional
is appropriate for long range interaction involving charge
transfer excited states (40). The CAM-B3LYP method is
a long-range corrected hybrid functional and found to be
very successful to study the excited state of systems involv-
ing charge transfer states (41).

All the calculations were carried out using the Gaussian
09 program package (42). GaussView molecular modeling
software was used to plot the molecular orbitals and draw
the molecular structure. For these particular computations,
the ethyl group was replaced with a methyl group in order
to reduce the computational load.

RESULTS

Oxidation of PS by Cl2−•, Br2
−•, SO4

−• and OH• radicals

S2O2−
8

hv−→ 2SO−•
4 (1)

SO−•
4 + 2Cl− −→ SO2−

4 + Cl−•
2 (2)

SO−•
4 + 2Br− −→ SO2−

4 + Br−•
2 (3)

H2O2
hv−→ 2OH• (4)

Sulfate radicals (SO4
−•) were generated by the photodis-

sociation of peroxodisulfate anions (S2O8
2−) induced by

nanosecond 355 nm laser pulse (Equation 1) (43–45). The
photodissociation of S2O8

2− is rapid, and all SO4
−• radi-

cals are generated within the ∼14 ns laser pulse duration.
If excess Cl− or Br− is present, then the SO4

−• radicals are
converted into Cl2−• or Br2

−• radicals, a rapid reaction that
is also complete within the laser pulse duration (Equations 2
and 3) (46–48). Indeed, it is seen in Figure 2A and B that the
transient absorption bands of Cl2−• (� max = 340 nm) (49)
and Br2

−• (� max = 360 nm) (46,50) reach their maximum in-
tensity within 20 ns after the laser pulse. Hydroxyl radicals
(OH•) were generated by the photodissociation of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2, 15%) (51). The photodissociation of H2O2
is rapid, and all OH• radicals are expected to be generated
within the laser pulse duration (Equation 4). The photolysis
of the H2O2 solution alone provides a blank background in
the transient UV–vis spectra.

The instantaneous formation of these radicals within the
laser pulse ensures no interference with the detection of the
subsequent oxidation reaction with PS. Also, the PS or S-
DNA oligomer does not absorb 355 nm and the photolysis
of PS or S-DNA oligomer alone does not generate any sig-
nal, providing a neat background.

The successive radical oxidation reaction of PS in the free
model (O,O-diethyl thiophosphate) was first monitored in
the presence of Cl2−• radicals (Figure 2C). Due to the effi-
cient reaction with PS, the decay of the Cl2−• band at 340
nm is accelerated, which is accompanied by the buildup of
a transient feature with a strong peak at 410 nm within 1
�s (Figure 2C, E). This result indicates that the peak at 410
nm signifies a new species corresponding to Cl2−• + PS and
its subsequent reaction. According to previous ESR studies
of the PS + Cl2−• reaction (16), the electrophilic addition
of Cl2−• to PS with the elimination of Cl− leads to the for-
mation of the hemi-bonded adduct intermediate -P–S∴Cl,
and this intermediate further reacts with a neighboring PS
to form another hemi-bonded intermediate (-P–S∴S–P-). Is
the transient feature at 410 nm ascribed to one of the hemi-
bonded species, -P–S∴Cl or -P–S∴S–P-? Considering that
the spectral signature of -P–S∴Cl should be related to the
oxidant radicals (Cl2−•), while that of -P–S∴S–P- is not, the
assignment of the new transient species can be assisted by
changing the oxidant radicals.

We then performed control experiments for the oxidation
of PS by SO4

−• or OH•. The transient spectra obtained af-
ter a 200 ns delay for the PS + SO4

−• reaction are identical
to those for the PS + Cl2−• reaction (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1), and the strong absorption band at 410 nm in both
reactions decay identically (Supplementary Figure S2). In
addition, the features of the transient absorption spectra for
PS + OH• (Supplementary Figure S3) are also the same as
those observed for the PS + Cl2−• and PS + SO4

−• reac-
tions. Thus, the absorption bands at 410 nm that are ob-
served in all three reactions, PS + Cl2−•, PS + SO4

−• and
PS + OH•, are seemingly unrelated to the oxidant radicals
and thus should be most likely ascribed to the same species,
namely, -P–S∴S–P-.

For PS oxidation by Cl2−•, the transient species -P–S∴S–
P- could be formed through the reaction between the hemi-
bonded intermediate -P–S∴Cl and a second PS (Figure 3A)
(16). Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3A, another path-
way for the one-electron oxidation of PS to a radical cation
(-P–S+•) that complexes with a second PS resulting in -P–
S∴S–P- should be most likely involved, especially for SO4

−•
and OH•, which are stronger oxidant radicals (52) than
Cl2−•. Actually, the oxidation of some thioethers and �-
hydroxysulfides with strong oxidant radicals, e.g. OH•, pro-
vides evidence that these reactions can proceed via electron
abstraction from sulfur to give monomeric radical cations
(29,53–55). For example, the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide
(Me2S) gives an ESR signal assigned to [Me2S∴Me2S]+ that
is formed from the intermediate radical cation Me2S+• by
reaction with a second Me2S (29). Regardless of the under-
lying oxidation pathways, the evidence that the decay dy-
namics of Cl2−• (340 nm) is concomitant with the gener-
ation of -P–S∴S–P- (410 nm) (Figure 2C, E) indicates that
the oxidation of PS by Cl2−• should be the rate-determining
step in the consecutive reaction to form -P–S∴S–P- (Figure
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Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra obtained after 355 nm laser flash photolysis of (A) Na2S2O8 + LiCl, (B) Na2S2O8 + LiBr, (C) Na2S2O8 + LiCl
+ PS and (D) Na2S2O8 + LiBr + PS. (E) Normalized absorption changes at 340 and 410 nm after laser flash photolysis of Na2S2O8 + LiCl + PS. (F)
Normalized absorption changes at 360 and 420 nm after laser flash photolysis of Na2S2O8 + LiBr + PS. The concentration of Na2S2O8, LiCl, LiBr, and
PS used in above experiments is 300 mM, 1.0 M, 1.0 M and 8 mM, respectively. Concentration dependence of rate constants obtained from the decay of
(G) 340 nm for Cl2−• and (H) 360 nm for Br2

−• (the red line is the fitted line).
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Figure 3. Schematic elementary oxidation mechanisms of PS in free model (O,O-diethyl thiophosphate) and PS in oligomers (O,O-dinucleoside thiophos-
phate) by (A) Cl2−• (strong oxidant radical) and (B) Br2

−• (mild oxidant radical). (C) Proposed reaction scheme for the end-product -P–S–S–P- formation
via the radical–radical recombination of -P–S∴S–P-. Possible hole transfer processes (D) from A+• to PS or (E) from G+• to PS.

3A). While the second step is much faster, there is no con-
centration accumulation of the oxidation intermediates -P–
S∴Cl or -P–S+• and this is probably why these intermediates
were not observed in the transient spectra.

Similar laser flash photolysis experiments were per-
formed for the oxidation of PS by Br2

−•. Analogous to
Cl2−•, Br2

−• is the same kind of oxidant radical, but it is
milder (52). The PS + Br2

−• reaction should proceed via a
similar mechanism and result in the possible hemi-bonded
intermediate -P–S∴Br or -P–S∴S–P-. Prominently, in the
transient spectra, the decay of Br2

−• (at 360 nm) is accom-
panied by the buildup of a new species (at 380 nm) (Fig-

ure 2D and F) that corresponds to the PS + Br2
−• reaction.

Note that as shown in Figure 2D, at 420 nm, the absorbance
difference between the new species and Br2

−• is greater than
that at 380 nm. We thus utilized 420 nm instead of 380 nm
for monitoring the formation dynamics of the new species
(Figure 2F).

Clearly, the new species at 380 nm of Br2
−• + PS was not

from -P–S∴S–P-, but rather from another intermediate in-
volved in the Br2

−• + PS reaction, most likely the -P–S∴Br
intermediate. However, the -P–S∴Br does not react further
to give rise to -P–S∴S–P- (Figure 3B), as manifested by the
lack of 410 nm band in the transient spectra (Figure 2D).
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This result can be rationalized by the less reactivity of -
P–S∴Br than that of -P–S∴Cl, or, by the weaker oxidizing
ability of Br2

−•, which presumably does not undergo one-
electron abstraction from PS and thus there is no -P–S+•
and subsequent -P–S∴S–P- formation.

Theoretical calculations characterizing the spectral signature
of hemi-bonded species

To aid the assignment, we further performed TD-DFT cal-
culations to characterize the structure and spectral prop-
erties of the related radical species Br2

−•, Cl2−•, -P–S∴Br,
-P–S∴Cl, -P–S∴S–P- and -P–S+•. The vibrational frequen-
cies for the optimized structures are all positive, confirming
their identity as metastable species but not transition state
species. On the basis of the fully optimized geometry, the
spin density distributions and the vertical excited state UV-
Vis spectra were further calculated and analysed.

When the lone pair orbitals of a molecule and a radical
interact to form new molecular orbitals, the bonding � or-
bital is doubly occupied, while the antibonding �* orbital is
singly occupied (Figure 4A). The bond order of this inter-
action is 1/2, and such a bond is called a two-center three-
electron bond (hemi-bond) (34,56,57). For the species of not
only the transient intermediates (-P–S∴Cl, -P–S∴Br and -
P–S∴S–P-) but also the oxidant radicals (Br2

−• and Cl2−•),
the molecular orbitals (MOs) calculated here demonstrate
that the bonding � orbital is doubly occupied, while the an-
tibonding �* orbital is singly occupied, and the spin den-
sity further shows that the unpaired spin is localized at the
antibonding �* orbitals on the two center atoms (Supple-
mentary Figures S4–S8). These data characterize the hemi-
bonded nature of these species.

The main MOs involved in the �→�* transition overlap
strongly in space (Supplementary Figures S4–S8). This en-
ables a characteristic strong transition in the UV–vis wave-
length. Among these species, the predicted strong transi-
tions of Cl2−•, Br2

−•, -P–S∴Br and -P–S∴S–P- (��*, Figure
4B–E) coincide generally with the intense absorption bands
observed in the transient spectra (Figure 2 and Table 1), cor-
roborating the spectral assignment of these species. In addi-
tion, the calculated absorption peak of -P–S+• is at 321 nm
(��*) with a weaker oscillator strength (0.031), which is ev-
idently different from that observed in our transient spectra
(Table 1). Therefore, the possibility of -P–S+• as the source
of the strong absorption peaks (410 or 380 nm) was ruled
out. Our calculations also show that there are no strong
and characteristic IR or Raman bands for -P–S∴Br and -
P–S∴S–P-, which makes vibrational spectroscopy not feasi-
ble for the detection of these species. Fortunately, -P–S∴Br
and -P–S∴S–P-display strong transitions in the electronic
spectra and allow us to track and characterize these species
through time-resolved UV–vis spectra here.

Formation of the phosphorothioate disulfide-linked -P–S–S–
P- adducts

To gain a deeper understanding of the decay fate of the
hemi-bonded intermediates (-P–S∴S–P-), we further em-
ployed high-performance liquid chromatography coupled
to electrospray ionization quadrupole time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (HPLC–ESI-Q-TOF-MS) to analyze the end
products of the PS oxidation. Specifically, the sample solu-
tions containing Na2S2O8 + PS were irradiated by defined
numbers (3000) of laser pulses, which triggers the forma-
tion of SO4

−• radicals and the subsequent reaction with PS.
Through HPLC analysis, three peaks with retention times
of 1.29, 1.89 and 6.20 min were observed (Figure 5A). Us-
ing ESI-MS, the fractions at 1.29 min (m/z = 193) and 1.89
min (m/z = 169) were identified as the reactants S2O8

2−
and PS, respectively, while the fraction at 6.20 min (m/z
= 281) was assigned to a new product species (Figure 5A),
most likely the phosphorothioate disulfide adduct, -P–S–S–
P- (Supplementary Figure S9) according to its mass. This
fraction at 6.20 min (m/z = 281) does not appear with-
out irradiation, indicating it arises from the reaction of
SO4

−• + PS.
To further identify the structure of m/z 281, ESI-MS/MS

was measured and the dissociation of the species of m/z 281
mainly leads to the fragment ions of m/z 137, m/z 141, m/z
169, m/z 172, m/z 173 and m/z 201 (Figure 5B). The struc-
tures of these fragments are shown in Supplementary Figure
S9. The tandem mass spectrum further supported the iden-
tification of the new product species (m/z 281) as the phos-
phorothioate disulfide adduct, -P–S–S–P-, which is presum-
ably originated from the decay of the intermediate -P–S∴S–
P-.

Our control experiments show that the decay kinetics of
the 410 nm band for -P–S∴S–P- is irrelevant to the presence
of O2 or not (Supplementary Figure S2). This indicates that
-P–S∴S–P- does not react with O2 by one electron reduction
to give rise to -P–S–S–P-. Calculations of AEA (adiabatic
electron affinity) and reduction potentials predicted that -
P–S∴S–P- does not undergo electron-transfer reaction with
O2 (16). In fact, the signal of -P–S∴S–P- sustains until ms
(Figure 6), suggesting that this radical is quite stable and
may have chances to undergo self-recombination. Presum-
ably, the radical-radical recombination of two -P–S∴S–P-
by electron disproportionation could result in the formation
of the end product -P–S–S–P-, and the proposed reaction
scheme is illustrated by Figure 3C.

d[A]
dt

= −k1
∗[A] − 2k2

∗[A]2 (5)

[A] = [A]0
∗e−k1t

1 + [A]0
∗(2k2)∗(1−e−k1t)

k1

(6)

�OD = ε∗d∗[A] (7)

�OD(t) = �OD0
∗e−k1t

1 + �OD0
∗(2k2)∗(1−e−k1t)

ε∗d∗k1

(8)

Moreover, kinetics analysis shows that the decay of -
P–S∴S–P- at 410 nm cannot be described by a first-order
or second-order reaction model alone, but can be well
fitted with a combination model of second-order (self-
recombination) and first-order reaction (Equations 5, 6,
7 and 8). Here, [A] denotes the concentration of -P–S∴S–
P-, k1 is the first-order decay rate constant, k2 is the second-
order self-recombination rate constant, ε is extinction coef-
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Figure 4. (A) Simplified MO energy levels for the hemi-bonded species. Calculated absorption spectra of (B) Cl2−•, (C) Br2
−•, (D) -P–S∴Br and (E) -

P–S∴S–P-. MOs dominantly contributing to the optical transition are also shown. Chlorine, bromine, carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and hydrogen
atoms are denoted with green, vermeil, gray, red, yellow, orange and white spheres, respectively.

Table 1. Optical transition data for Cl2−•, Br2
−•, -P–S∴Cl, -P–S∴Br, -P–S∴S–P- and -P–S+•. There is a general red-shift for the calculated peak wavelength

� compared to the experimental values due to the usual underestimation for the energy of excited states by TD-DFT calculation. But for the absorption
maxima difference between the radicals, experimental values agree with calculations, indicating the reliability of the calculations

� exp (nm) � cal (nm) Oscillator strength Transition MOs

Cl2−• 340 344 0.408 �→�*

Br2
−• 360 372 0.441 �→�*

-P–S∴Cl – 374 0.322 �→�*

-P–S∴Br 380 401 0.372 �→�*

-P–S∴S–P- 410 437 0.331 �→�*

-P–S+• – 321 0.031 �→�*

The main MOs involved in the �→�* transition overlap strongly in space (Supplementary Figures S4–S8).

ficient of -P–S∴S–P- at 410 nm and d is the optical length.
Integration of Equation (5) gives Equation (6), together
with Beer–Lambert Law (Equation 7), two-parameters (k1,
k2/εd) expression (Equation 8) is obtained and used to fit
the experimental data. From the fitting, k1 and k2/εd can
be obtained (Figure 6). To determine k2, the extinction co-
efficient ε of -P–S∴S–P- should be known.

In the consecutive radical generation processes, in princi-
ple, almost all the SO4

−• radicals are subject to conversion
to -P–S∴S–P-. Divided by the known extinction coefficient
for SO4

−• at 450 nm (1600 M−1 cm−1) (48), the amount of
radical can be estimated, on the basis of which the extinc-
tion coefficient of -P–S∴S–P- at 410 nm is obtained (ε =
8510 M−1 cm−1). Then, with this ε and the optical length d
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Figure 5 Identification of the -P–S–S–P- adduct by HPLC–ESI-Q-TOF-
MS analyses. The reaction solution was injected into an HPLC instru-
ment and eluted with deionized water-acetonitrile (80:20). (A) Extracted
ion chromatography (EIC) m/z 193 at 1.29 min (S2O8

2−), m/z 169 at 1.89
min (PS), and m/z 281 at 6.20 min (oxidation products of PS). (Relative In-
tensity for Y-axis). (B) The ESI-(–)-Q-TOF-MS/MS spectrum of the m/z
at 281.

Figure 6 Kinetics decay curve (black) for the 410 nm band of -P–S∴S–P-
obtained after laser flash photolysis of Na2S2O8 + PS. Solid yellow line is
the fit with a combination model of second-order and first-order reaction.

(1 cm), k2 can be obtained from the fitting based on Equa-
tion (8). The second-order self-recombination rate constant
k2 is 5.1 × 107 M−1 s−1. The kinetics data here further indi-
cate that the decay of -P–S∴S–P- should involve two path-
ways (Figure 3): (i) the second-order self-recombination
pathway via electron disproportionation, resulting in the
formation of the end product -P–S–S–P- + PS; (ii) the first-
order reaction pathway, presumably due to the dissociation
of -P–S∴S–P- to -P–S+• + PS. The determined rate constant
k1 is 1.9 × 103 s−1.

According to the HPLC–MS results and the kinetics
data analysis above, the subsequent reaction of -P–S∴S–
P- via electron disproportionation would result in the for-

mation of the -P–S–S–P- adduct. Given that the -P–S–S–
P- adduct has a substantial bond strength (calculated to
be 50.0 kcal/mol at the level of B3LYP/6–31++G(d) in the
gas phase (16) and 51.6 kcal/mol here at CAM-B3LYP/6–
311++G(3df,3pd) level under bulk solvation PCM model,
Supplementary Figure S10), once the oxidation adduct is
formed via the decay of the hemi-bonded intermediate -P–
S∴S–P- in the DNA backbone, it presents impediment to
DNA replication or transcription. Under oxidative stress
conditions, there is presence of reactive oxygen species
(H2O2, OH• etc). The reaction of OH• with PS can in-
duce the -P–S∴S–P- radical formation (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3) and then -P–S–S–P-. Therefore, the current experi-
ments reveal a competing pathway with the desulfurization
process of PS by hydroxyl radical observed under the neg-
ative electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy conditions
(58). Although it was proposed that OH• underwent inelas-
tic collisions with the negatively charged PS moiety in the
atmospheric pressure ionization source to cause the S-O re-
placement via a PS-OH• adduct, comprehensive theoreti-
cal calculations by Karwowski et al. (59) indicated another
possibility, that is, under the negative MS collection mode,
attachment of a low energy electron to the PS moiety can be
an initial step leading to the cleavage of the P–S bond and
then the desulfurization process. Since there is no low en-
ergy electron under physiological conditions, the oxidation
of PS by OH• leading to -P–S–S–P- should be a plausible
pathway. It shows here that the interesting protective role of
PS as an oxidation sacrifice, however, involves alternative -
P–S∴S–P- intermediate pathways. We also tried to study the
end products and the decay pathways of the hemi-bonded
intermediates (-P–S∴Br). However, high salt concentrations
result in ion suppression, which is one type of matrix ef-
fect that prevents measurement of liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry (LC–MS) regardless of the sensitivity or
selectivity of the mass analyzer used. Therefore, samples
containing Na2S2O8 + LiBr + PS are not suitable for the
HPLC–ESI-Q-TOF-MS study.

Reaction rate constants of the oxidation of PS by Cl2−•,
Br2

−•, SO4
−• and OH• radicals

To evaluate whether the PS moiety can act as a potential
redox active site and compete with guanine and adenine
oxidation, the reaction rate constants were determined. As
shown in Figure 2G, the 340 nm of Cl2−• decay rate con-
stant increases as the PS concentration increases with a lin-
ear dependence, which further indicates that the fast decay
component at 340 nm is due to the bimolecular reaction of
Cl2−• with PS. From the slope, the second-order rate con-
stant for the Cl2−• + PS oxidation is obtained as 9.4 × 108

M−1 s−1, which is comparable to that of Cl2−• + G (∼7.4 ×
108 M−1 s−1) and Cl2−• + A (∼1.3 × 108 M−1 s−1) (45,60).
Similarly, the second-order rate constant of the oxidation
of PS + Br2

−• is measured as 8.2 × 108 M−1 s−1 (Figure
2H), which is larger than that of Br2

−• + G (4.6 × 107 M−1

s−1) (61) and that of Br2
−• + A (no reaction). The second-

order rate constants measured for the oxidation of PS by
SO4

−• and OH• (≥1.8 × 109 and ≥2.5 × 109 M−1 s−1) (Sup-
plementary Figures S1 and S3) are as fast as the diffusion
control rate constant (109–1010 M−1 s−1).
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Given that both G and A are the most easily oxidized sites
(61–64) in DNA and that they are the primary targets of ox-
idant radicals, the kinetics data obtained here indicate that
the PS moiety in S-DNA can serve as an additional redox
active site and may compete with the oxidation processes of
G and A, thus necessitating a reevaluation of the chemical
effects of the oligomer when the PS moiety is introduced.

Monitoring oxidation of the PS moiety in competition with
guanine or adenine in S-DNA oligomers

To determine the competitiveness of PS oxidation, we fur-
ther investigated the oxidation of S-DNA oligomers con-
taining both PS and G (or A) bases by highly potent rad-
icals. Figure 7 displays the transient spectra measured for
the oxidation of dinucleotide d[AA], d[APSA], d[GG] and
d[GPSG] by SO4

−•. The transient spectra measured for
d[AA] and d[APSA] in Figure 7A and B, respectively, were
first compared and analyzed.

For d[AA] + SO4
−•, the spectra display a transient fea-

ture with broad absorption bands at 330 and 590 nm. This
is the characteristic absorption pattern for the one-electron
oxidation product A+• and its deprotonated neutral form
A(-H)•, which is resulted from the one-electron oxidation
of A by SO4

−• and its following rapid deprotonation (loss
of the amino proton) (2.0 × 107 s−1) (64,65). Interestingly,
when PS moiety is introduced to the dinucleotide, for the
d[APSA] reacting with SO4

−•, the transient spectra reveal a
much more complex pattern (Figure 7B). Initially, in addi-
tion to the 330 nm band of A+•/A(-H)• (64,65), a prominent
absorption band at 410 nm is also observed, which should
be ascribed to -P–S∴S–P-. Our calculations confirm that the
nucleoside moiety does not influence the absorption spec-
trum and spin density distributions for the -P–S∴S–P- radi-
cal in the dinucleotide (Supplementary Figure S11 and Sup-
plementary Table S1).

According to the kinetics data above, the second-order
rate constant of the SO4

−• + PS reaction (≥1.8 × 109 M−1

s−1) is comparable to that of the SO4
−• + A reaction (3.2 ×

109 M−1 s−1) (62). Thus, at a concentration of A that is even
twice as much as that of PS, the SO4

−• + PS reaction still can
compete effectively, leading to the initial formation of -P–
S∴S–P-. Besides, according to its increasing kinetics at 410
nm, the formation of the feature product -P–S∴S–P- is char-
acterized by two kinetics components. The rise of the fast
component is at ns time scale and should be ascribed to the
direct oxidation of PS by SO4

−• based on the second-order
rate constants of SO4

−• + PS. Importantly, the slow com-
ponent of -P–S∴S–P- formation is found to be concomi-
tant with the 330 nm decay of A+•/A(-H)•, in a rate of ∼
2.7 �s (Figure 7B and E). This demonstrates clearly that
hole transfer occurs from A+•/A(-H)• to PS as schemati-
cally shown in Figure 3D, leading to PS radical cation (-P–
S+•) that is followed by the -P–S∴S–P- formation. Thus, the
hole transfer from A+•/A(-H)• to PS results in a slower for-
mation of -P–S∴S–P-. In this case, the fact was established
that the one-electron oxidation potential for A should be
higher than that for the PS moiety in the S-DNA oligomer.

However, when G with the lower oxidation potential is
present in the S-DNA oligomers, for d[GG] and d[GPSG],
the transient features of both spectra are essentially the

same, showing the characteristic absorption bands for G+•
and its deprotonated neutral form G(-H)• at 310, 390 and
510 nm (Figure 7C and D) (43–45,63,66), resulted from the
one-electron oxidation of G by SO4

−• and subsequent rapid
deprotonation. So for d[GPSG], the oxidation of PS can-
not compete with that of G, and there is no hole transfer
process from G+•/G(-H)• to PS as schematically shown in
Figure 3E, thus there is no formation of -P–S∴S–P-. This
indicates that the one-electron oxidation potential for G is
lower than that for PS, which makes the G oxidation dom-
inant over PS in the S-oligomer and similar spectral fea-
tures are observed for d[GG] and d[GPSG]. Further, we also
performed laser flash photolysis experiments for d[GPSA]
and d[APSG], and the obtained time-resolved spectra are the
same as those for d[GG] and d[GPSG] (Supplementary Fig-
ure S12), demonstrating that once G is close to the PS moi-
ety, the one-electron oxidation of G is dominant, and PS
cannot compete. This observation agrees with the theoreti-
cal work by Karwowski et al. (59) which predicted that the
presence of sulfur nearby would not affect the charge dis-
tribution in the radical cations derived from d[GpxG] and
d[GpxG]*d[CpoC] (X = O or S), where the positive charge
is always localized on G.

To demonstrate whether the hole transfer occurs through
intrastrand or interstrand, we measured concentration de-
pendence for the hole transfer rate. As shown in Figure
7F, the rate versus the d[APSA] concentration exhibits an
independent relationship <3 mM, indicating that at low
concentration conditions, the hole transfer between PS and
A+•/A(-H)• occurs in the same S-DNA oligomer instead
of between two separate S-DNA oligomers. Thus, the time-
resolved spectral results here demonstrate the processes of
base-to-backbone hole transfer from A+•/A(-H)• to PS
moiety, which is different from the backbone-to-base hole
transfer normally adopted in native DNA.

Overall, these results provide clear evidence for the oc-
currence of hole transfer from A+•/A(-H)• to PS, but not
with G+•/G(-H)•. These results indicate that the redox po-
tential of PS is higher than that of G but lower than A,
which delineates the redox potential of PS between 1.29
(62,67) and 1.42 V (62,64,68) for G and A. This is a rel-
atively small range and gives an estimation of the redox
potential for PS as 1.35 ± 0.07 V. Thus, when introduced
for stabilizing oligomer therapeutic agents, the PS moiety
would succeed A but not G as the redox active site. PS oxi-
dation cannot compete with G oxidation if there is G base
adjacent to PS. If A is adjacent, the formation of -P–S∴S–P-
and then -P–S–S–P- can cause a type of backbone DNA le-
sion. Thus, the introduction of PS can play protective roles
against one-electron oxidation of A. As shown in our results
for d[APSA], hole transfer occurs from A+• to PS, resulting
in the repair of the A base. Thus, the redox property of PS
displayed here can provide strategy for repairing oxidative
base damage.

Further, the distance dependence of the hole transfer
rate constants from A+•/A(-H)• to PS moiety was inves-
tigated. We performed experiments using double-stranded
(ds1 and ds2) and single-stranded (ss1 and ss2) S-DNA
oligomers, and the measured rate constants are listed in
Table 2 and shown in Supplementary Figure S13. As ex-
pected, the hole transfer rate constants were found to de-
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Figure 7 Transient absorption spectra obtained after 355 nm laser flash photolysis of (A) Na2S2O8 + d[AA], (B) Na2S2O8 + d[APSA], (C) Na2S2O8 +
d[GG], and (D) Na2S2O8 + d[GPSG]. (E) Normalized absorption changes at 330 and 410 nm after laser flash photolysis of Na2S2O8 + d[APSA]. The
concentration of Na2S2O8, d[GG], d[GPSG], d[AA] and d[APSA] used in above experiments is 300, 2, 2, 2 and 2 mM, respectively. (F) Concentration
dependence of rate constants obtained from the decay of the 330 nm bands of of A+•/A(-H).

crease with the increasing distance between A and PS
moiety. In addition, the rate constants for single-stranded
oligonucleotides are several folds larger than that of double-
stranded oligonucleotides, and the distance dependence
in double-stranded oligonucleotides is more obvious than
that in single-stranded oligonucleotides. This indicates that
the nature of backbone-to-base hole transfer differentiates
from the base-to-base hole transfer. As is known, the lat-
ter process relies largely on the well base-stacked structure,
which should be favorable for dsDNA. Whereas for the for-
mer process of backbone-to-base hole transfer, there is no
stacking interaction between A and PS moiety, so the flex-
ibility of the oligomer structure becomes more important,
which is the case for single-stranded oligonucleotides. For
guiding realistic application, these results suggest that when
the PS is introduced into the oligonucleotides, the base-
to-backbone hole transfer can be finely tuned by varying
the structure and the distance between A and PS moiety in

Table 2. Sequences of the S-DNA oligomers examined in this work and
the measured base-to-backbone hole transfer rate constants. PS indicates
the phophorus-sulfur bond, showing where PS is incorporated

Name Sequence (5′to 3′) k (s−1)

ds1 5′-ApsATTApsATTApsATT-3′ (0.8 ± 0.1) × 104

3′-TTApsATTApsATTApsA-5′
ds2 5′-AATpsTAATpsTAATpsT-3′ (0.4 ± 0.1) × 104

3′-TpsTAATpsTAATpsTAA-5′
ss1 5′-ApsATCApsATCApsATC-3′ (3.1 ± 0.3) × 104

ss2 5′-AATpsCAATpsCAATpsC-3′ (2.0 ± 0.2) × 104

oligonucleotides, which is an intriguing process for healing
the oxidized base and can be potentially exploited for the
development of programmable DNA-based nanoelectron-
ics.

For S-DNA, the different chiral configuration of the
phosphorus atom plays a significant role for enzyme ac-
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tivities. It has been known that S-oligomers in the Sp con-
figuration is not hydrolyzed by 5′-End exonucleases oppo-
site with that in Rp configuration (69,70). However, there is
hardly any stereochemistry effect expected for the reaction
studied in the current work. Basically, the hemi-bond radi-
cal intermediate formation, either -P–S∴X (X = Cl or Br)
or -P–S∴S–P-, both arises from intermolecular reactions, as
shown in Figure 3. This is the case not only in PS free model,
but also in dinucleotide (with only one PS linker) or short
oligomer (with separated PS linker), where the -P–S∴X is
produced via bimolecular reaction of PS with X2

−• and then
-P–S∴X reacts with a second PS in another dinucleotide or
oligomer to form -P–S∴S–P-. For these intermolecular re-
actions, the different configuration of Rp or Sp in phospho-
rothioates could have hardly any effect. Especially for the
sulfur-centered hemi-bonded intermediates we are focusing
on, their three-electron radical nature won’t be affected by
the different chiral configuration. This should be similar to
the case for the radical cations derived from d[GpxG] and
d[GpxG]*d[CpoC] (X = O or S), where there is no influence
of the phosphorus chirality on charge distributions (59).

DISCUSSION

In summary, by combining time-resolved UV–vis spec-
troscopy and TD-DFT calculations, we have examined
the elementary reaction mechanisms and dynamics of the
PS oxidation by potent radicals (Cl2−•, SO4

−•, OH• and
Br2

−•). The crucial sulfur-centered hemi-bonded interme-
diates, -P–S∴S–P- and -P–S∴Br, were observed and identi-
fied. The unique spectral signatures with a large oscillator
strength (��*) associated with these hemi-bonded interme-
diates were rationalized. Kinetics analysis and HPLC-MS
measurements further present evidence that the decay of -
P–S∴S–P- can result in the formation of -P–S–S–P- adducts,
which are DNA backbone lesion products. Interestingly, the
oxidation rate constants of the PS moiety were found to be
comparable to that of the oxidation of G and A, indicat-
ing that the PS moiety can serve as a competitive redox ac-
tive site. Moreover, the oxidation of the PS moiety in din-
ucleotides d[GPSG], d[APSA], d[GPSA], d[APSG] and in S-
oligomers was monitored in real-time, showing that PS oxi-
dation can compete with adenine but not with guanine due
to the subtle redox potential of PS in between G and A.
Significantly, hole transfer process from A+• to PS and con-
comitant -P–S∴S–P- formation was observed, demonstrat-
ing the base-to-backbone hole transfer unique to S-DNA,
which is different from the normally adopted backbone-to-
base hole transfer in native DNA. These findings reveal the
distinct backbone lesion pathway brought by the PS mod-
ification, thus necessitating a re-evaluation of the chemi-
cal effects when the PS moiety is introduced for stabilizing
oligonucleotide therapeutic agents, and also imply an alter-
native -P–S∴S–P-/-P–S–S–P- pathway accounting for the
interesting protective role of PS as an oxidation sacrifice in
bacterial genome.
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